
This report looks at the following areas:

•• Consumers’ online car buying experience
•• Important benefits and concerns when buying a car online
•• Consumers’ research approach and resources used when buying a car

online
•• Consumers’ attitudes toward online car shopping

More than half (57%) of consumers indicate some degree of interest in
purchasing a car online. This interest has been heavily driven by the pandemic
as well as the overall greater inventories of online marketplaces when
compared to traditional dealerships at this time. However, current economic
conditions such as inflation and unemployment have driven consumers to be
more critical of their spending – especially in the case of larger purchases. This
comes at a time of historically high prices in the new and used car market. As a
result, many consumers are likely to delay purchasing a car if they aren’t in
immediate need of one. Those that are still interested in purchasing a car are
likely to look to online marketplaces to explore pricing and availability.

While economic uncertainties and supply chain disruptions persist, online
marketplaces will want to showcase the size of inventories as well as their
vehicle offerings in order to draw interest and consideration amongst
consumers. These platforms must continue to educate consumers on the
transparent pricing, available inventory and overall conveniences that come
with shopping for a car online. Mintel expects the adoption of online car
shopping to continue to grow amongst consumers moving forward, especially
as younger consumers continue to enter the market.
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“While the broader
automotive industry continues
to struggle with inventory and
availability, shopping for a
car online has become an
increasingly viable alternative
for consumers looking for
vehicles. The adoption of
online car shopping will
continue and online car
marketplaces must look to
showcase the value they can
provide.”
– Gabe Sanchez, Automotive
Analyst
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• Auto ecommerce witnesses sustained growth year over year
Figure 3: eCommerce share of sales through motor vehicle
and parts dealers, Q1 2018-Q4 2021

• Consumer confidence drives a more critical focus on
spending
Figure 4: Consumer Sentiment Index and unemployment,
2000-22

• Inflation threatens new and used online marketplaces
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Figure 5: Consumer Price Index, new vehicles and used
vehicles, 2017-22

• US government aims to improve the supply of
semiconductors, regulate market

• Gas prices cause concern amongst consumers
Figure 6: US gasoline and diesel retail prices, 2010-22

• CarMax, Carvana leverage fan affinity
• The opportunity

Figure 7: CarMax features Stephen Curry to promote instant
offers
Figure 8: Carvana features sponsorships on exclusive social
media channels

• Carvana invites franchised dealerships to join its platform,
increases inventory

• The opportunity
• Automakers shift to used car platforms
• The opportunity

Figure 9: Automotive News announces CarBravo platform
• Demonstrate a commitment to social responsibility
• The opportunity

Figure 10: CarMax showcases social impact
• Create experiences for consumers that go beyond selling

cars
• The opportunity

Figure 11: McLaren F1 team partners with Roblox to unveil race
car

• Consumers may delay purchasing a vehicle; some appear
optimistic
Figure 12: Purchase intent, by generation, 2022

• Black consumers are most interested in purchasing in the
short term
Figure 13: CarMax leverages Washington Wizards
sponsorship
Figure 14: Purchase intent, by race and Hispanic origin, 2022

• Younger consumers show interest in used cars
Figure 15: Consideration of vehicle type, by generation, 2022

COMPETITIVE STRATEGIES AND MARKET OPPORTUNITIES

THE CAR CONSUMER – FAST FACTS
PURCHASE TIME FRAME

CONSIDERATION OF VEHICLE TYPE
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• Financial challenges drive consumers to used vehicles
despite historically high prices
Figure 16: Consideration of vehicle type, by financial situation,
2022

• Black, Hispanic consumers demonstrate interest in used
vehicles
Figure 17: Consideration of vehicle type, by race and
Hispanic origin, 2022

• There is a growing interest in online car buying across
generations
Figure 18: Online car buying experience, by generation, 2022

• Higher-income consumers are most open to purchasing a
car online
Figure 19: Online car buying experience, by household
income, 2022

• Parents demonstrate an interest in buying a car online
Figure 20: Online car buying experience, by parental status,
2022

• Multicultural consumers show mixed feelings toward online
car shopping
Figure 21: Online car buying experience, by race and
Hispanic origin, 2022

• Consumers grasp the benefits, but education is needed to
ease concerns
Figure 22: Important benefits when shopping for a car online,
by gender, 2022
Figure 23: Vroom demonstrates the concerns of female car
buyers
Figure 24: Top concerns when shopping for a car online, by
gender, 2022

• Perceived benefits and concerns with online car shopping
shift with age
Figure 25: Important benefits when shopping for a car online,
by age, 2022
Figure 26: Top concerns when shopping for a car online, by
age, 2022

• Parents value the convenience, but demonstrate concerns
regarding the process

ONLINE CAR BUYING EXPERIENCE

IMPORTANT BENEFITS AND CONCERNS
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Figure 27: Carvana aims to educate parents through blog
post
Figure 28: Important benefits when shopping for a car online,
by parental status, 2022
Figure 29: Top concerns when shopping for a car online, by
parental status, 2022

• Opportunity exists to educate multicultural consumers
Figure 30: Carmax leverages Usain Bolt to attract consumers
Figure 31: Important benefits when shopping for a car online,
by race and Hispanic origin, 2022
Figure 32: Top concerns when shopping for a car online, by
race and Hispanic origin, 2022

• Consumers visit a variety of websites and resources in their
purchasing process
Figure 33: Resources used, 2022

• Younger consumers indicate limited experience
Figure 34: Online car purchasing approach, by age, 2022
Figure 35: Likelihood to use features/methods, by age, 2022

• Women consider more factors when buying a car online
Figure 36: Online car purchasing approach, by gender, 2022

• Online marketplaces can drive appeal by promoting
available inventory
Figure 37: Truecar showcases size of inventory, 2022
Figure 38: Attitudes toward online car shopping – general
overview, by age, 2022

• Online marketplaces fit a need amongst consumers
Figure 39: Attitudes toward online car shopping – new cars,
by household income, 2022

• Data sources
• Sales data
• Consumer survey data
• Consumer qualitative research
• Abbreviations and terms
• Abbreviations
• Terms

RESOURCES USED & RESEARCH APPROACH

ATTITUDES TOWARD ONLINE CAR SHOPPING

APPENDIX – DATA SOURCES AND ABBREVIATIONS
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About Mintel
Mintel is the expert in what consumers want
and why. As the world’s leading market
intelligence agency, our analysis of
consumers, markets, product innovation and
competitive landscapes provides a unique
perspective on global and local economies.
Since 1972, our predictive analytics and
expert recommendations have enabled our
clients to make better business decisions faster

Our purpose is to help businesses and people
grow. To find out how we do that, visit
mintel.com.
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